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Dear Parent/Guardian, 

 

Life lessons we learn through youth sports 

It is hard to believe that half of April is behind us already and the soccer season for 2016 is 
advancing full steam ahead. I am proud to see that the Hellenic Amateur Sports Club is very 
healthy and growing rapidly. The main reason for the increase in popularity at the club is 
undoubtedly the commitment from our coaches, who voluntarily sacrifice their personal time 
to instruct our youth in the sport. Their passion for the ‘beautiful game’ is tremendous and no 
amount of gratitude can be conveyed to them for their efforts in this charitable role. 

In these trying times, raising our children proves to be a very demanding exercise. As parents 
this can be extremely stressful and often we wonder if we fostering our children correctly and 
appropriately. 

Through the participation in sport, there are many life lessons that children can learn that will 
prepare them for the harsh realities they will be faced with in the wicked world ahead. As 
parents we need to form a TEAM with our coaches in managing our children’s expectations 
and to guide them in the right direction. 

Here are a 10 important life lessons that I believe all kids learn through youth sport: 

1. It’s Okay to Make Mistakes – we need to reassure the players that making mistakes 
are learning experiences 

2. How to Control Emotions - Youth sports can be frustrating. Not only for the players, 
but for parents and coaches too.	  Experiencing feelings of frustration and anger and 
learning how to control them will help players in all aspects of their lives. 

3. Setting and Achieving Goals - Youth sport is a great place to learn how to set goals 
and determine how to achieve them with no repercussions if they fall short or fail. 



Players will learn that setting goals gives you a target to reach for and adds 
motivation while on the journey to achieving them. 

4. Success Requires Hard Work - Players will learn that the best players are usually 
the players that have worked the hardest on improving their game. While talent 
definitely plays its role early on, sooner or later it’s the hardest workers that rise to 
the top. There are no short cuts.  

5. How to Win/Succeed with Class - In youth sports there is definitely a right and a 
wrong way to win. Be proud of their achievements without putting down their 
opponents. 

6. How to Lose/Fail with Dignity - Youth sports is the ultimate environment for players 
to experience the emotions and feelings that come from failure and defeat since there 
are no long-term consequences of losing. This can be after losing a final, being cut 
from a team they really wanted to make, or missing a game-winning shot. There is 
always a learning experience to come out of every loss or failure. 

7. Being Healthy is Important - Players will have a far greater chance of staying fit and 
healthy later in life if they play youth sports at a young age. 

8. How to Deal with Pressure and Stress - Youth sports allows players to learn how to 
deal with the nerves and stress they feel in a safe environment. This is all a learning 
experience and will help them get comfortable with pressure situations they’ll 
encounter later on in life like public speaking or sitting their first exam. 

9. Life Isn’t Always Fair - This is a tough rule for players to learn at an early age but 
one that is gradually taught nonetheless. 

And lastly and most importantly: 

10.  Together Everyone Achieves More – i.e T.E.A.M 
  
A team will always be more successful if everyone’s on the same page and the 
players are all focused on achieving the same goal. One single player that deviates 
from this and only cares about their own points is enough to derail a team. Players 
will learn that their best chance of success will be through cooperation with their 
teammates and that this is the same on the court, in the classroom, or professionally. 
They’ll also gain social skills by interacting with and meeting new people with 
similar interests which will carry-over into all of their relationships. They’ll learn 
how to deal with conflicts between teammates, how to interact with a number of 
different personality types, and even how to get along with people they don’t like. 

The coaches of Hellenic F.C. have created a healthy environment for our kids to play in, but 
with growing numbers in the club, they would be happy to accept any assistance from any 
person that can volunteer some of their time. There is no need for you to be an expert in the 
sport, with a little guidance from our coaches; your involvement to help train our children 



 
	  
will go a long way. Not only is it a good way to spend some quality time with your child, but 
this is also an opportunity to get yourself some sunshine and fresh air. You will be surprised 
how good you will feel and how the personal bond with your child will improve. 

To get involved in soccer please contact Anouska Papadopoulos at anoushkapap@gmail.com. 
For any queries regarding the Hellenic Amateur Sports Club, please contact myself at 
jimmy.eracleous@gmail.com. 

I am excited about the football season, and I would like to take this opportunity to wish all 
players, coaches and parents a happy and healthy sporting term ahead with the Hellenic 
Amateur Sports club. 

Yours sincerely 

 

Jimmy Eracleous 
Chairman 
Hellenic Amateur Sports Club 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 


